Time: The exam is on Thursday, May 3rd, from 3:30pm to 4:50pm.

Location: Usual classroom AP&M B402A.

Writing: Bring blue book.

Calculator: Graphing and non-graphing calculators allowed (cannot use calculator on you phone); you will need some sort of calculator on the exam to do basic arithmetic operations.

Cheat sheet: One handwritten page of notes allowed. (both sides OK, 8.5” by 11”)

Student ID: Bring your student ID. (we will carefully check this when you submit your exam)

Content: – Is cumulative from the beginning of the quarter
– Covers all the material seen in class.
– Does NOT cover topics found in the textbook that we did not cover in the lectures.

Practice: Exercises are available on the course website. They will be covered during the lecture Tuesday 05/01.